LEGAL NOTICE
Identification Data
Delaviuda Confectionery Group, S.L.U.
Cardenal Marcelo Spínola, 2, 28016 Madrid
CIF B-87484457
Email address contacto@delaviudacg.com
Phone 913 83 80 52
Registered in the Mercantile register of Madrid, Volume 34.399, Page 16, Section 8,
Sheet M-618.764, inscription 1.
This website has been created by Delaviuda Confectionery Group (henceforth
Delaviuda CG) for information purposes and for personal use, free of charge. By entering
or using this website, you accept the terms that are presented below, and our Privacy
Policy. Otherwise, you cannot use this site.
Use of the Site
All the information contained in this Website, including any type of contents, texts,
images, graphic design or codes in HTML, JAVA, JAVA Script, FLASH language,
among others, is the intellectual property of Delaviuda CG.
Unless specified to the contrary, the information that is provided in this website is for
personal and non-commercial use. It is prohibited to copy, distribute, transmit, display,
produce, reproduce, publish, award licences, create derived works, transfer or sell any
information, software, products or services obtained from the Site.
As a user, you can display and copy electronically, download and print off parts of the
material contained on the site, as long as you do not modify or delete any copyright,
trademark or other signs of intellectual/industrial property. Any other use of the materials
on the Site is strictly prohibited including modification, reproduction, distribution,
reprinting, display or transmission of content from this Site, without prior written consent
from Delaviuda CG.
Access to this website and any use that its users might make of the information contained
in it, is the exclusive responsibility of these users. Delaviuda CG will not be responsible
for any consequences, damage or harm that might be derived from this access or use of
information.
Internet users’ access to this website in no way gives them the right to use or exploit these
industrial property rights in any way. Any violation or injury that is caused in this respect
will bring about legal responsibilities, and Delaviuda CG might undertake administrative,
civil or criminal proceedings, as appropriate.

Delaviuda CG reserves the right to prohibit or block access to any Internet user who enters
any type of content on the Website that contravenes legal or ethical rules. In addition,
Delaviuda CG will adopt the legal measures that it considers opportune to prevent any
type of conduct contrary to the law or immoral conduct and will cooperate with the
authorities in identifying the persons responsible for putting content on the website that
might contravene the law.
Website contents
This website is intended solely for the purpose of providing general information. The
information provided on it should not be considered binding for any specific end.
Delaviuda CG does not guarantee the use that might be made of the material on this
website in terms of its integrity, correction, accuracy, suitability, usefulness, opportunity,
reliability or others.
Delaviuda CG does not guarantee that there are no mistakes concerning access to its
website, or in its content or that it is up to date, although it will do everything possible to
avoid, remedy or update this, as appropriate.
Trademarks and Copyright
Delaviuda CG is the owner or licence holder of the industrial property rights referring to
its products and specifically any related to registered trademarks mentioned throughout
the Website, specifically any compiled in the brands and products channel.
Any violation of the prohibitions and limitations contained in these conditions will be
seen as a violation of the intellectual property rights owned by Delaviuda CG and will
incur the responsibilities legally established for this purpose, which might involve
administrative, civil or criminal proceedings, as appropriate.
All trademarks, service brands and commercial names (“Brands” as a whole) used on this
Website are registered to and are the property of Delaviuda Confectionery Group. In the
case of use, copying or modification of these Brands without prior written permission,
Delaviuda CG reserves the right to take applicable actions in accordance with the
intellectual/industrial property rights.

Links from this site
This site might provide access to other websites. Delaviuda CG does not control these
sites or their contents, so that users access them on their own behalf at their own risk.
Delaviuda CG does not promote or approve any product or information that is offered on
the sites that you visit through this website.
In addition, Delaviuda CG is not responsible for information of any type contained in
other websites, to which this Website might be bound by means of hypertext links.

The links that appear on this website will be informative and in no case suppose a
suggestion or invitation to the user to visit the destination websites. Delaviuda CG will
not, in any case, be responsible for the result that Internet users can or claims to obtain
from the websites that they have accessed through the aforementioned links.
Delaviuda CG will not be responsible for any damage that might be caused to Internet
Users’ computer systems for any reason, including, without limitation, damage that might
be caused to Internet users due to a virus on the web. In addition, Delaviuda CG will not
be held responsible either for any interruption, error or fault that takes place in the system
due to poor functioning of the web or the servers connected to it.
Modification of the website
Delaviuda CG reserves the right, at any time and without requiring prior warning, to
delete, modify and update the information contained in its website or in its settings and
presentation.
Delaviuda CG reserves the right to modify this Site’s terms, conditions and notifications
at any time by means of updating this publication. The use that users makes of the website,
after any of these modifications, will imply that consent has been given to the
aforementioned terms of the contract.

